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PULSE’s 2012 Initiatives
Target Participant Needs

I

t has been a little over a year since the implementation of
Regulation II impacted the payments industry. Clearly, much
has changed over the past year. On the positive side, numerous
studies and reports have shown the outlook for debit growth
remains strong. Still, many financial institutions face the challenge
of trying to strike a balance between transaction-driving strategies
and concerns about generating sufficient interchange revenue.

Throughout 2012, PULSE has continued to launch initiatives
and make investments in products and services that help all
participants get the most out of their debit programs. The
initiatives that better serve participants also have contributed 		
to PULSE’s own growth and expansion. This article highlights
PULSE’s activities and accomplishments for the year.
(continued on page 10)

Increased Regulation and
Rapid Innovation Present Challenges
Financial Institutions Must Anticipate, Understand and Act

D

espite a number of fundamental changes that are transforming the debit industry, financial institutions can seize new emerging
opportunities, and PULSE can help. That was the message from PULSE President Dave Schneider in his keynote address at the 2012
PULSE Conference. In his presentation, “The New Era of Debit – Thriving in a Highly Regulated Environment,” Schneider described
“the harsh realities of the new era of debit” and called regulation and innovation “the new staples of the payments industry.”
(continued on page 8)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Dear PULSE Participant,

A

s 2012 comes to a close, it is time to start looking forward to the new year. At PULSE,
we are continually striving to anticipate the needs of our participants so that we can
add value to your debit programs. Here is a glimpse of what we are working on now
for 2013.

New Products and Services

Dave Schneider

“At PULSE, we 		
are continually 		
striving to 			
anticipate the 		
needs of our 		
participants so 		
that we can add
value to your 		
debit programs.”

PULSE Loyalty Platform – PULSE is piloting a comprehensive, turnkey loyalty platform that
will incorporate merchant-funded rewards and allow institutions to market in-bank offers such
as promotional loan rates and other new account holder benefits.
DebitProtect® RealTime – Since its launch, DebitProtect has evolved with the everchanging fraud landscape. Our latest enhancement blocks suspected fraudulent transactions
in real time. Five financial institutions have been testing this service since May 2012, working
closely with our fraud analysts to develop customized rule strategies and adjust them to
address changing fraud patterns. Results have been very positive.
PULSE® Debit Dashboard Enhancements – We will include additional information in
our dashboard reporting, such as Qualified Healthcare, Recurring Internet PIN Debit and
Person-to-Person transactions, as well as expanded merchant data.
EMV Transactions – In 2013, we will implement a requirement for U.S. acquirer processors
and direct-connect merchants to support processing of EMV transactions. We plan to support
all cardholder verification methods, including chip and PIN, chip and signature, and no
cardholder verification for certain low-risk transactions.
PULSE Debit Marketing Services – We will launch a pilot of a marketing consultancy
service in 2013 to assist our issuers in growing their debit card portfolios. The service is being
designed to deliver marketing plans and strategies – including life-cycle marketing, cardholder
acquisition and retention campaigns, and digital marketing programs – tailored to the needs
of our issuer participants.

Value-Added Services
Debit Resource Center – We created the Debit Regulations Resource Center to help PULSE
participants navigate changes associated with the Durbin Amendment and Regulation II. Now
that the regulation has taken effect, we are expanding the site to include a broad range of
debit topics. The new web-based resource center is slated to launch in the first quarter of 2013.
PULSE Conference – Mark your calendars for PULSE Conference 2013. Next September 30
to October 2, we will return to the Roosevelt Hotel in New Orleans with a wide variety of hardhitting debit topics addressed by some of the industry’s top experts. I hope you’ll join us.
We are excited about these and other enhancements to our products and services in 2013.
As we draw closer to each rollout, you will receive announcements with more details. I hope
these initiatives will prove valuable to your debit program. If you have questions, simply give
your Account Manager a call. He or she will be happy to assist you.
As always, thanks for your continued support of PULSE.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Call for Topics: 2013 Webinars

P

Call for Webinar Topics

ULSE’s professional development program offers network
participants opportunities throughout the year to enhance
their knowledge of industry trends and PULSE product
offerings. Our 2012 program was full of valuable information on
topics important to the payments industry. All 2012 webinars are
available for on-demand replay on the PULSE website.
Our 2013 professional development program will kick off in
January with a webinar presented by Auriemma Consulting. Matt
Simester will provide his insights into the risks and opportunities
posed by a rapidly evolving debit industry in 2013.
In February, we will offer a session on one of our most popular
topics: chargebacks. Participants will receive an invitation to each
webinar a few weeks prior to the event.

PULSE invites participants to help ensure that our 2013
webinar line-up delivers the information you want. Send your
suggestions for webinar topics to Melissa Voelkner at the
email address below.
The first 50 participants to provide topic ideas will be entered
into a random drawing for one of four $25 Discover gift cards.

Connect with Us

www.pulsenetwork.com/PD
melissavoelkner@pulsenetwork.com

T

he PULSE OnDebit Blog is your go-to source
for all things debit. The blog contains a steady
stream of posts on developments at PULSE
and the latest trends that influence your business.
Add our OnDebit Blog to your RSS feed or bookmark
the page at www.pulsenetwork.com/blog.

Blogging started as an online
journal in the 1990s where people
shared their interests, hobbies and
thoughts online. Blogs are now
considered an important part of a
company’s participation online and
no longer the preserve of the
private personal blogger.
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Replacing Lost Fee Income
T
he payments industry accounted for $271 billion in revenue
in 2011 – more than either the hotel or airline industries,
according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
But payments revenues and profits are being squeezed.
McKinsey & Co.’s U.S. Payments Map indicated that financial
institutions’ average pretax margin on payments fell to 7 percent
in 2011 compared to 21 percent in 2007. To compound the issue,
interchange regulation is projected to result in $8.3 billion in lost
revenue in 2012. All told, through 2016, overdraft and interchange
regulation will cut more than $120 billion from financial institution
revenue.
What should institutions do to make up some of that lost
income? Lee Wetherington, Director of Strategic Insights at Jack
Henry’s ProfitStars division, offered several ideas during his
concurrent session at the 2012 PULSE Conference.

Offering Reloadable Prepaid Cards

Introducing or increasing prepaid card sales is a simple way
to boost revenue, said Wetherington. Two-thirds of prepaid users
have reloadable cards, and they typically reload them twice per
month, generating fee income. And half of these card owners
reload their cards online, reducing issuer costs.
Prepaid card revenue is $100 to $125 per card per year for
financial institutions, according to Javelin Strategy & Research.
These cards are especially effective with unbanked, underbanked
and Generation Y consumers.

Lee Wetherington, Director of Strategic Insights at Jack Henry’s
ProfitStars, offered several ideas for making up lost income at the
2012 PULSE Conference.

Converting Offline Account Holders

Wetherington sees conversion of more banking activity to
the online channel as a huge opportunity for financial institutions.
According to Javelin, institutions can save $167 in costs each year
for every offline customer converted to online banking. In fact,
increasing online usage can cut $8.3 billion in costs.

Serving Small Businesses

The Mobile Opportunity

Business debit is a great opportunity, particularly for institutions with assets of less than $10 billion that are exempt from the
Regulation II interchange cap. Small business owners represent 		
10 to 12 percent of retail banks’ customers but account for as
much as 35 percent of their revenue.
To tap this resource, institutions should customize offerings
rather than providing small businesses the same services as consumers. True small business banking would include services such
as online payroll management, electronic management of invoices
and receivables, remote deposit capture, P2P and B2B payments
and real-time transaction information.

Use of smartphones exceeded feature phones for the first
time this year, and U.S. consumers now spend more time on
mobile apps than on the web. Taking advantage of this shift offers
tremendous opportunity for cost savings, said Wetherington.
Mobile banking users reduce financial institutions’ voiceresponse system and live agent calls by 50 percent. These account
holders also experience 10 to 25 percent less fraud, depending on
the level of account alerts provided.
Javelin predicts there will be 100 million mobile banking users
by 2014, half of which see mobile remote deposit capture (RDC) as
highly desirable. The average cost of a physical check deposit
across all channels (mail, teller, and traditional and envelope-free
ATMs) is $1.66. Mobile RDC reduces this cost by $0.72.
And Wetherington put attendees’ fraud concerns to rest. While
more than 13 percent of checks are deposited remotely, these 		
items account for only 0.01 percent of reported check fraud.
Mobile alerts, too, are extremely valuable to account holders.
Financial institutions can boost income by offering alert bundles.
For example, they can:
• Offer free basic alerts to boost adoption of mobile banking
• Use real-time alerts to augment credit monitoring
• Trigger convenience fees and boost expedited payments
through bill payment alerts
• Create revenue-sharing opportunities by providing alerts that
deliver or augment merchant based offers
• Utilize real-time, actionable overdraft alerts to generate 		
convenience fees
For more information on the PULSE Conference, see pages 6-7.

Financial institutions can
save $167 in costs each
year for every offline
customer converted to
online banking. In fact,
increasing online usage can
cut $8.3 billion in costs.
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PULSE Deepens Relationships
with Two Institutions

New Long-Term Agreements Indicative of Network’s Value

P

ULSE continued to expand its reach
in 2012. In addition to a 28 percent
increase in the number of new financial institutions added to the network to
date this year compared to 2011, we also
have expanded our relationships with
many existing participants.
Motorola Employees Credit Union
(MECU), with 10 branch locations in Illinois,
Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts and Texas,
has been a PULSE participant since 2007.
MECU recently signed a new long-term
agreement with PULSE following a comprehensive review of its debit program.
The historical analysis revealed that MECU
achieves improved debit economics when
its PIN debit transactions are routed
through PULSE.

In addition to providing MECU’s 39,000
members with access to point-of-sale (POS)
terminals at retail locations across the U.S.,
as well as PULSE’s nationwide network of
more than 380,000 ATM terminals, the
agreement includes the PULSE® Debit
Dashboard web-based data analysis tool
and DebitProtect®, PULSE’s advanced fraud
detection system.
Busey Bank, based in Champaign, Ill.,
and a PULSE participant since 2005, also
has extended its affiliation with PULSE
through a new long-term agreement that
includes PIN POS and ATM services,
DebitProtect and PULSE Debit Dashboard.
“With debit and ATM services playing
a significant role in how consumers spend
and access their accounts, it has never
been more important to provide our

customers with reliable debit services,”
said Don Schlorff, Busey’s Executive Vice
President of Corporate Administration.
“This was a vital consideration in continuing our partnership with PULSE.”
“We are pleased that participants like
MECU and Busey have chosen to extend
and further develop their relationships with
us under new, long-term agreements,” said
Leah Henderson, PULSE Executive Vice
President, Sales and Account Management.
“For more than 30 years, we’ve delivered
innovative debit products and services,
and we continue to bring value to our
financial institutions’ debit card programs.
That’s evidenced by our success in 		
re-signing existing participants and in
winning new ones.”

Mining Data from PULSE® Debit Dashboard
Online Application Highlights Debit Usage Trends, 			
Helps Focus Strategy and Marketing

I

t’s not always easy to discover how
cardholders use debit or quickly identify
changes in behavior. For instance, do you
know if your customers are using debit
more to pay bills? Are they more likely to
choose debit at the gas pump? Is their ATM
usage mostly in your backyard or all over
the country?
Financial institutions are finding that
the web-based PULSE Debit Dashboard
provides both a bird’s eye view and early
indication of trends.
Since PULSE introduced the Debit
Dashboard in April, participants most
frequently visit the merchant list that
segments the total transaction counts,
amounts and average ticket by PULSE
product, BIN range and time frame
selected. Knowing which merchants are
most popular with cardholders is helping
financial institutions analyze interchange
trends. Financial institutions also could
use the data to identify merchant candidates for marketing partnerships.

Rounding out the top three most
popular features are peer comparisons
and trends in interchange. Peer comparisons show financial institutions how their
mixes of financial activity and transactions
compare with industry peers, suggesting
areas of strength to highlight in marketing
or areas for improvement.
If data from the Debit Dashboard’s
ATM heat map shows that customers are
frequently withdrawing money from
distant ATMs, a financial institution might
decide to consider offering the PULSE
Select® Surcharge-Free ATM Network to
strengthen its value.
“The PULSE Debit Dashboard helps us
identify where we may need to pay attention to certain segments of the market for
products and services,” said Lenore Breit,
Vice President of Customer Service and
Support at Peoples State Bank in
Wausau, Wis.
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The dashboard is available to all 		
participating PULSE financial institutions.
To obtain credentials to access the dashboard, you can register on our website
at www.pulsenetwork.com/register. To
learn more about the application, go to
www.pulsenetwork.com/PDD.

pulsenetwork.com

2012 PULSE Conference
Illuminates Debit Industry’s Pa
T

he 2012 PULSE Conference focused
on helping financial institutions find
ways to move forward in the wake
of landmark federal regulation of the debit
industry.
Encouraged by the conference theme
of Engage. Educate. Exchange., speakers
and attendees shared ideas on best practices for implementing EMV, the future of
alternative payments, the merits of debit
loyalty programs and tactics for fighting
fraud. The three-day annual conference
was held October 1-3, 2012 in Las Vegas.

Insights & Solutions Forum

In the Insights and Solutions Forum,
Leah Henderson, PULSE Executive 		
Vice President of Sales and Account
Management, moderated a panel 		
discussion, Capturing Opportunities:
Strategies to Prosper in a Post-Durbin
Environment, with three of the debit industry’s top experts. The panelists: Fred R.
Becker, Jr., President and Chief Executive of
the National Association of Federal Credit

SM
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Unions; Tony Hayes, partner at Oliver
Wyman; and Andrew Paur, Executive Vice
President and Corporate Operations Officer
of Woodforest National Bank, provided
different perspectives on the buzz 		
surrounding mobile payments.
The three panelists agreed that the
most important question any financial
institution must consider before adopting
a new technology is “Does the technology
make consumers’ lives easier?”

Opening Sessions

Michael Beschloss, award-winning
presidential historian, opened the conference with a discussion on the four qualities
of great leaders: courage, communication,
context and conciliation.
Beschloss avoided much discussion
of the 2012 presidential election, instead
providing insight into past Presidents
and what made them great leaders.
In his keynote address, PULSE President
Dave Schneider sought to encourage
financial institutions to be more forward
thinking and see the wave of
financial regulation as an 		
opportunity for growth.
“Innovation will happen
whether we like it or not. As
an industry, we can adapt and,
by doing so, thrive, or we risk
becoming irrelevant,” he said
(see article, page 1).
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Concurrent Sessions

Throughout the conference, speakers
challenged attendees to focus on adapting
to changing consumers preferences. In a
concurrent session, Mark Schwanhausser,
Senior Analyst for Javelin Strategy &
Research, discussed how to win over
some of the most valuable customers in
the session What Consumers Want (Hint: It
Probably Isn’t Fees).
Customers want instant push notifications on their smart phones and real-time
data. They aren’t “anti-fee, they are provalue,” he said. Consumers are willing to
pay for convenience but don’t want to be
nickel-and-dimed by stiff fines designed
to generate revenue, he said.
In an interactive session on fraud mitigation, panelists and audience members
shared their day-to-day experiences and
best practices. Moderator Paul Tomasofsky,
President of Two Sparrows Consulting,
asked the panelists what types of fraud
keeps them up at night.
Suzanne Phegley, ATM/Fraud
Investigator for FCB Banks, said she has
been seeing a number of “microattacks”

ath Forward
based on a specific POS terminal type. An
attendee cited skimming at ATMs owned
by local grocery stores in the area where
his institution is located.
Panelist Russell Brown, Data Fraud
Business Intelligence Analyst for PULSE,
said some PULSE participants have 		
successfully targeted such “in-footprint”
fraud by using velocity restrictions and
sharing information with other institutions
and organizations in their vicinity.

Closing Session

In what was widely lauded as the
best event of the conference, Marcus
Buckingham, internationally renowned
employee management expert and
bestselling author, gave a talk on where
personal strengths fit in a workplace
ruled by efficiency and competency.
He encouraged managers and leaders
to better understand their employees’
strengths and how to design their work
around those strengths.

In addition to the indoor
events, attendees had the opportunities to network with peers
during a golf outing at TPC Las
Vegas, which enjoys a four-star
rating by Golf Digest magazine.
The 2013 PULSE Conference will be
held September 30 to October 2, 2013
at The Roosevelt Hotel in New Orleans.

Encouraged by the conference theme 		
of Engage. Educate. Exchange., 			
speakers and attendees shared ideas 		
on best practices.
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Increased Regulation and Rapid Innovation Present Challenges (continued from page 1)

Thrive

To succeed, Schneider encouraged PULSE participants to
“embrace change, recognize that it is inevitable and ultimately
focus on how to respond.”
Schneider said it comes down to three fundamental areas of
focus for issuers: economics, loyalty and merchant engagement.

Merchant Engagement

Schneider challenged financial institutions to reset their
relationships with merchants and consider them partners in
the mutual quest to better serve customers.
“Merchants want to drive sales in their stores, and your
account holders are looking for value,” said Schneider. “You are 		
in an unparalleled position to link these two needs to provide 		
a mutually beneficial solution.”

Economics

In the current interest rate environment, and with restrictions
on overdrafts and debit interchange, approximately 40 percent 		
of financial institutions’ accounts are unprofitable. It’s more important than ever to identify the 60 percent that are profitable – and
the 20 percent that are very profitable – to deepen customer
engagement.
To access important data and analytics and better manage their
debit portfolios, Schneider encouraged PULSE participants to use the
PULSE Debit Dashboard web-based reporting tool (see article, page 5).

Schneider encouraged 		
PULSE participants to 			
embrace change, 			
recognize that it is 			
inevitable and ultimately 		
focus on how to respond.

Loyalty

In many cases, account holders lack a strong bond to their
bank or credit union, so relatively minor problems can kill the
relationship.
“Gaining and sustaining loyalty doesn’t happen overnight,
nor can any single action or program build loyalty. We think that
payments – and PULSE – are critical contributors to building loyal
customer relationships,” said Schneider. “One key to customer
loyalty is to engage account holders through payment solutions
that make their everyday lives easier.”
Schneider reflected on the network’s successful launch of
a Person-to-Person payments service that enables fast delivery
of funds to consumer and small business accounts via mobile
phones. He also described a strategic initiative PULSE is currently
testing that promises to enable institutions to engage their
customers, build their brand and grow their business.

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM

Schneider revealed plans for the PULSE loyalty platform, which
he called, “a comprehensive, turnkey solution for offering rewards
and building customer relationships.”
The multi-faceted platform will incorporate merchant-funded
rewards and allow PULSE participants to reach account holders by
marketing in-bank offers. The service will analyze debit transaction
data for spending trends, which will trigger targeted merchant
and financial institution offers for participating cardholders.
Schneider said PULSE has completed a pilot of the platform
and is working toward a network-wide launch in 2013. For more
details on the PULSE Conference, see pages 6-7.
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Study Confirms Debit Strength,
Reveals Reward Trends

T

SYS partnered with Mercator
Advisory Group to conduct the
2012 Consumer Debit Payment Choice
Research Study. This unique study combines
survey questions and focus groups,
enabling researchers to have an interactive
discussion with participants about payment choices and influences, technology
awareness and overall user experiences.
The study found that the vast majority
of respondents are using only debit cards,
credit cards and cash. While some still use
checks for bill payment, debit cards now
surpass checks in the bill payment 		
category.
The study further showed that consumers prefer debit to cash in all except four
merchant categories. Cash is more popular
in fast food restaurants and convenience
stores, while credit cards are used more
often for online shopping and travel. In
addition, 49 percent of respondents
reported using their debit card more
often in the last year.

Consumer Preference

Focus group participants reported
frequently choosing their debit card over
other payment types and provided more
insight into this preference. They prefer
debit to cash due to the risk of carrying too
much cash and the temptation to spend
cash too quickly.
They also reported that they appreciate
using their debit cards as budgeting tools,
since money is deducted immediately

from available funds and they do not
accumulate debt. Finally, consumers
cited the variety of options available
with debit cards, including the ability to
make purchases both in stores and online,
obtain cash back at the point of sale and
obtain cash at ATMs, as well as protect
against fraud.

Rewards Insights

Survey respondents and focus groups
were asked for their input regarding
rewards programs, and how rewards might
influence their payment choice. Findings
indicate that, while most consumers have
a clear preference for payment type, merchant discounts and offers are the most
effective way to influence them to use a
specific payment type more often. Overall,
women reported a greater motivation to
change payment type for rewards, and
men were more committed to their 		
current method of payment.
Generationally speaking, older consumers are more engaged in traditional
reward programs, whereas younger “Gen
Y” consumers were more interested in
real-time discounts. Further, these younger
consumers often do not qualify for rewards
programs based on their financial 		
institution relationship.
For more research findings and 		
additional company information, visit
the TSYS website at www.tsys.com 		
or Mercator’s website at
www.mercatoradvisorygroup.com.
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Top Sources of Debit Card Fraud

FICO
The FICO Falcon Fraud Manager
Consortium pinpointed the three leading
sources of debit card fraud. ATMs top
the list, followed by grocery stores and
automated fuel dispensers. FICO’s analysis
found debit usage increased sharply
between January 2010 and September
2011, with a 15 percent increase in overall
authorization volume. The rise was
accompanied by an increase in fraud
techniques such as skimming.

Out-of-Network ATM Fees Hit $4.07

Bankrate.com
Bankrate.com’s annual Checking Account
Survey found that the cost of using an
out-of-network ATM reached a combined
average of $4.07. Cardholders pay the
owner of the ATM an average of $2.50
and pay their own bank an out-ofnetwork fee that averages $1.57. Also,
for the first time, all banks surveyed
charged non-customers for using their
ATMs. The survey was conducted in July
and August 2012.

Dreaming of a Debit Christmas

Litle & Co.
Most holiday shoppers planned to use
available funds rather than rely on credit
for their holiday spending. A survey of
500 consumers by Litle & Co. found 53
percent of consumers intended to use
either their debit cards or cash for holiday
shopping. The survey also points to
continued slow adoption of mobile payments, with 71 percent of respondents
saying they have never used a merchant’s
mobile device swipe service.
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PULSE offers bank associations and
credit union leagues a speaker program
covering a variety of industry and
electronic payments topics at conferences, seminars and meetings.
For more information on the PULSE
Expert Network or to request a speaker,
contact PULSE Association Relations at
800-420-2122.
pulsenetwork.com

PULSE’S 2012 Initiatives Target Participant Needs (continued from page 1)

Value-Added Services

Growth and Market Share
PULSE’s transaction volume for the third
quarter was 1.1 billion, an 18 percent increase
from third quarter 2011. Transaction volume
for the first three fiscal quarters – from
December 2011 to August 2012 – grew 13
percent to reach 3.3 billion. PULSE also added
146 new financial institution participants to
the network through the third quarter, representing 28 percent growth from the same
period last year.
The PULSE Global Cash Access Network
has expanded as well and now provides
cash access for Diners Club International®
and Discover® Cardmembers in more than
100 countries. The network includes more
than 850,000 ATMs and over-the-counter
cash access locations around the world. In
addition, U.S.-issued PULSE cards are now
accepted at ATMs in Canada, Mexico 		
and the Caribbean that bear the PULSE
acceptance mark.
In addition, a recent Mercator Advisory
Group report indicates that PULSE continues
to gain traction in the U.S. debit market, estimating the network’s PIN debit market share
at 18 percent. Last year’s market share was
estimated by Barclays Capital at 15 percent.

New Products Introduced
The PULSE® Debit Dashboard, launched
in April, enables financial institution participants to access critical business data to
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identify trends, analyze metrics and benchmark results against industry peers in order
to remain competitive and increase 		
productivity.
PULSE also enabled Person-to-Person
(P2P) payments on the network this year.
These transactions, initiated by account holders through third-party P2P service providers,
allow consumers to transfer funds from their
demand deposit account to another person
or entity using only the receiver’s mobile
phone number or email address.

Operational Initiatives
Following months of preparation, in
cooperation with the processor community,
PULSE changed its settlement processes
in October. These changes enable the
network to better balance the needs of
merchants and issuers in a more regulated
debit environment.
The daily settlement cutoff time has
changed from 2:30 p.m. CT to 11:59:59 p.m.
CT. Funds settlement is now accomplished
by wire transfer rather than the automated
clearinghouse.
PULSE also converted its invoicing system
to a new platform that gives participants
more data, better product descriptions and
a comprehensive summary of their account
charges. The new invoices provide more
information in an easy-to-read format.
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PULSE provides a number of value-added
services such as professional development
programs, debit industry research and
publications to keep participants informed
of developments at the network and in the
industry. In fact, more than 90 percent of
PULSE’s marketing budget is allocated to
support participant programs and resources.
One of the most significant value-added
services that PULSE brings to participants
is its annual conference. This year’s highly
successful conference – centered on the
theme Engage. Educate. Exchange. – was
held at the Bellagio Hotel in Las Vegas in
October. The conference featured three
engaging keynote sessions as well as 12
concurrent sessions designed to provide
strategies and useful tools to help participants drive growth and profitability (see
related article, pages 6-7).
PULSE also redesigned its online
resource center in 2012 to expand the 		
focus beyond the Durbin Amendment to
other debit-related regulation information
and compliance matters. The re-launched
Debit Regulations Resource Center serves
as a source of leadership and information,
helping to keep participants up to date on
issues that impact their organizations.
In June, PULSE launched the OnDebit
Blog to provide timely, valuable information
and insights to keep participants informed
about trends and developments in the debit
and electronic payments industry. 		
Every year, the Debit Issuer Study, 		
commissioned by PULSE, reports on key
metrics associated with operating a debit
program. The results from the 2012 Debit
Issuer Study were recently released and
indicate that growth in the debit industry
remains strong, despite profound regulatory
changes. An executive summary of the study
is available exclusively to PULSE participants
at www.pulsenetwork.com/research.
More new product and service enhancements are on the horizon for 2013. For details,
see View From the Top on page 2.

Reg II Impact on Exempt Institutions

I

n 2011, the Federal Reserve Board issued Regulation II as required
by the Durbin Amendment. It was intended to spur competition
and drive efficiency among the largest debit card issuers:
financial institutions with assets of $10 billion or more that are
subject to the regulation’s interchange restrictions. But it is also
impacting institutions below the $10 billion threshold, which are
experiencing increased competition and reduced interchange
revenue too.
A new PULSE-commissioned white paper, New Dynamics in
Debit Interchange, sheds light on some unintended consequences
the recent regulation is having on financial institutions that are
exempt from the interchange cap.
The regulation’s interchange rate cap has meant that regulated
entities’ interchange per transaction has fallen 55 percent on
signature debit and 28 percent on PIN debit. Of the institutions
that are exempt from the cap, 44 percent anticipate decreases in
debit interchange rates over the coming year, according to Oliver
Wyman. In the course of conducting the Debit Issuer Study, the
firm interviewed 30 exempt institutions. The white paper outlines
four factors driving the erosion of revenue.

payment networks. The
requirement gives merchants
the power to choose where to
route and therefore to negotiate
for better rates.
3. Visa’s mandate that all its
issuers participate in its PIN
network: The mandate
provides another routing choice
for merchants and will spur
more competition among
networks, which means lower
prices for merchants and
reduced interchange for issuers.
4. Special pricing arrangements: Since the regulation caps
interchange for large issuers, networks must develop other
strategies to gain a competitive advantage in order to avoid a
pricing war on non-exempt interchange. One option networks
may choose is lowering interchange on exempt transactions in
order to gain routing on all transactions. If networks chose this
option, there could be a race to the bottom in terms of exempt
interchange rates.

1. Growth of small-ticket transactions: Much of the growth in
the debit market comes from consumers using cards instead of
cash on small-ticket items like a cup of coffee or a movie rental.
The interchange revenue an exempt issuer receives on a pertransaction basis is largely determined by the merchant type and
purchase amount, so smaller purchases generate little revenue.

Oliver Wyman prepared the white paper based on the results
of the 2012 Debit Issuer Study. It is available for download exclusively
to PULSE participants in the Debit Regulations Resource Center at
www.pulsenetwork.com/debitregs (login is required).

2. Greater merchant routing choice: Under Regulation II,
debit cards are required to participate in at least two unaffiliated

PULSE Extends Internet PIN Debit 			
to Recurring Payments

L

ooking for new ways to capitalize on the growing consumer
preference for debit? To increase merchants’ payment options
and help financial institutions build account holder loyalty,
PULSE has expanded its Internet PIN Debit (IPD) service to include
recurring payments.
The Recurring IPD feature is convenient for a broad range of
recurring payments, including monthly installments for layaway
purchases, ongoing subscriptions, memberships, prescriptions
and regularly scheduled events, such as monthly networking
luncheons. This new feature is available to all institutions currently
supporting IPD.
“We know that many cardholders would select debit if they
could, but until now they haven’t had that choice on these transactions,” said Judith McGuire, Executive Vice President of Product
Management. “Recurring IPD enables financial institutions to
capture incremental debit volume, which can increase overall
profitability.”
Research indicates the timing for such a service is right. The
2012 Consumer Debit Payment Choice Research Study from TSYS and
Mercator found that, when it comes to recurring payments, nearly
40 percent of consumers prefer debit, compared to 15 percent
who lean toward credit and 3 percent who like cash best.

PULSE Recurring
IPD transactions utilize
PaySecure® technology from
Acculynk that incorporates
advanced security features.
A cardholder’s initial transaction with a merchant that
offers recurring IPD utilizes
the standard IPD transaction
and requires PIN entry via
a graphical, scrambling
PIN pad. Subsequent
transactions utilize the
recurring feature, allowing cardholders to authorize multiple or
periodic payments within a related purchase without re-entering
their PIN. The PULSE Recurring IPD service utilizes published
IPD pricing.
Connect With Us
Client Services
877-247-8573
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Seconds with...

George Danforth

Vice President, Emerging Products

A Road Map to EMV Adoption
In November, PULSE communicated to financial institutions
and processors its plan to enable EMV transactions beginning next
year. EMV is the global standard for interoperation of integrated
circuit cards, known as “chip” cards because they store card data
on microchips rather than magnetic stripes.
PULSE’s mandate does not require financial institutions to
issue EMV cards, nor does it require ATM owners or merchants 		
to deploy EMV-capable terminals. It does, however, require U.S.
acquirer processors and direct-connect merchants to support
EMV transactions by October 16, 2013.

While PULSE is not endorsing the mandates established by
competitors, we are assisting industry participants by supporting
EMV transactions in a similar time frame as other networks.
Liability Shift
PULSE will implement a liability shift policy effective October
1, 2015 (October 1, 2017 for fuel merchants). The policy will reward
participants that invest in the most secure payment methods.
As of each date, fraud liability will reside with the entity supporting the lowest level of security on a given transaction. For
example, if a cardholder uses an EMV debit card at a merchant
that has not deployed EMV-compliant POS terminals, the
merchant will be liable for the fraud.
We recognize that EMV is a major change for our industry,
and one that many are still grappling to understand. Rest assured,
PULSE will provide extensive support to all network participants
to assist with deployment and certification, including card
validation at the switch on behalf of issuers.

Why EMV? Why Now?
Chip cards are used widely in many parts of the world. The
introduction of EMV technology in the U.S. is expected to increase
payment security and facilitate adoption of emerging payments,
such as mobile transactions.
Competing networks announced plans to require U.S. POS
acquirer processors to support EMV by April 2013. The processors
then asked PIN debit networks to provide similar guidance so that
they can include the PIN networks in their EMV plans.

IN CLOSING
JDRF Walk to Cure Diabetes

P

ULSE staff members and their family and friends took
part in the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
Walk to Cure Diabetes, October 27 in Houston. Thirty-six
walkers represented PULSE in this year’s event, the proceeds
from which support the foundation’s efforts to find a cure
for Type 1 diabetes.
The annual JDRF walk is one of the many ways PULSE and
its parent company, Discover Financial Services, contribute to
the communities in which we operate.
©2012 PULSE, A Discover Financial Services Company
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